Travels With Byron IWN Presentation: Elizabeth Robin

CONCEPT BUILDING
what is your project and why?
who's the focus?
what's the point?
how will it capture an audience?
19,4T3 miles, and if I had known that before I left, I may not have made the trip. A book project,
yes. Tiavels with Byron by Elizabeth Robin. But also a me project: 105 days, 31 states, 28
national parks, 24 cities, countless dog parks and national forests and campgrounds. Just my
dog, and me. I had always dreamed of taking this trip. My mother and brother both talked about
it, but died without ever doing it. After my husband died, I thought: What am I waitingfor? !

As I conceived of and planned how I could manage this alone, I went to school on John
Steinbeck's Travels with Charlie. I looked at several popular recent books told from a dog's point
of view, noticed posts on Facebook of pet photos are perennial favorites, and realized that as I
talked about doing this, it excited anyone I met to hear about it. The combination of a devoted
rescue mutt and widow traveling alone, and the romance and raw beauty of our national parks,
and the sheer magnitrde of doing it all in one giant pilgrimage, seems to offer a winning book
concept. So I went.

MARI(ETING PLAN
corporate sponsorship
Are you using products that you could review?
Can you get a discount because you use this product?
Will you have the freedom to offer an honest assessment?
Instagram & social media options
What will be the least intrusive way to get a following?
How often should I post, and what?
Why might one social media site be more effective than another?
How can I analyze social media responses to understand who might be an audience?
target shorter pieces to magazines, newspapers
As you flesh out this writing project, are there essays, po€ms, reviews, etc. that might be a good
fit for amagazine or other publication?
investigate opportunities at travel stops
Are publications, speaking opportunities, docent positions rvithin the park, campground, town,
etc. where you are staying that might showcase your story and expertise?
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Close observation of details: sighg sound, smell, taste, touch
Being in nature, still and quie! waiting, allows an attention to movement, sensory details we
often miss as we move around. Get a good sea! alone, and be ready!

Map everything you do and see, the where and when; a literal map may also be a good idea!

Study phase: research facts and find appropriate lexicon
You will observe creatures, plants, events that you may not understand at the time. Describe it
closely as you can so that later you can discover what bird that was, what plant you saw, etc.
Photographs help, but words help you recall the feel of the moment.
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FINDING THE VOICE
Who will tell this story, and how?
Via blogs, Instagram posts, small Facebook pieces, you can "test out" a voice until you seem to
be getting the kind of response you expect.
What is the attitude you hope to portray? How can you create a dynamic storyline using this
voice?
Be careful to select a voice that will not iimit your point of view options.

MIXING GENRES
Write to your strengths.
What is the most effective way to make this point, tell this story relate this point of view? Do not
fear mixing genres: Do fear mixing the message!

If you are known as a poet, essayist, novelist, then even when you write in a different genre, use
the elements cf your sfieng1"hs as a writer in this ne',v fcrm.

WIIERE ARE THE STORIES?
Recognize the potential within a moment, the story inside a small detail.
. I stare at a bird in a cloud, and see the common journey.
. Overwhelmed by South Dakota, I create a poetry collage.
. Told repeatedly "you're so brave," I find the wild west fearful.
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A camping lifestyle attends to water use and waste disposal, and sharpens my thinking.
So many more stories: fellow campers in Carson Cit_v; searching for gas, fresh produce; FOX
the one channel everyone gets; classical music, the perfect soundtrack to accompany a national
park visit; wilderness, what it looks and feels like, who lives there; the vast land and water
resources in North /^rnerica; 100+ heat, smelling srnoke and escaping fires; arnazing APPs;
enjoying aloneness; camp recipes and products . . .

